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Abstract: The new quality in the relation between networks and end-systems 
requires a harmonization between these worlds. Based on the requirements and 
possibilities of new applications, particularly in the field of multimedia, the 
architecture of personal end-system has to be reconsidered completely. 

In this proposal the network is not only connected to the station, the station's 
internal communication system is a cell switching network itself, as close to 
ATM technology as possible. Topologies are discussed, and advantages of buses 
vs. networks are compared. Consequences for processing elements, the 
switching fabric and peripheral devices, as file systems, are discussed. 

1 Introduction 
Upcoming 'Gigabit Networks' change the relation between communication systems 
and workstations dramatically: the former hand their role as bottlenecks to the latter. 
Completely new approaches for Global Distributed Processing with shared network- 
memories have already been proposed [2], see Figure 1 for an example. 
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RGURE 1 The interconnected shared memories architecture [2] 
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In such an environment, the role and therefore the architecture of the end systems has 
to be reconsidered completely. Network access (in the context of shared network- 
memory) will not be any more an I/O-process among others, it will become the central 
component of all computing activities. 

The proposed end system architecture is a step towards a harmonization of the two 
worlds of data processing and telecommunication. 

2 Bus Systems - the well known bottleneck 

With increasing performance of processors and peripheral systems, a well known bot- 
tleneck of the classical von Neumann architecture becomes obvious: the bus system 
(Figure 2). 
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The bus is a multiplexed and therefore shared resource for all other components of a 
workstation and reaches its limits particularly when multiple continuous media are 
involved. Current approaches to increase the bus performance in the stations lead to 
bizarre constructions of separate local buses [10], special video buses, etc. (Figure 3). 

While in the first place the bus has provided a high degree of flexibility and modular- 
ity, such stations are now losing their flexibility as a universal computing system 
because the dedicated communication paths do not allow a flexible, open architecture. 
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RGURE 3 Bus-focused architecture with add-on local buses 

If, for example, the video codec delivers its decoded high-volume data stream directly 
to the graphics output only, there is no possibility to edit the decoded stream, and the 
station remains dedicated for playback purposes. 

Another problem of a bus shared by several devices is the low scalability of the system 
[1], because the fixed capacity of a bus limits the number of attached devices and 
processing elements. 

Multimedia workstations of the future need a completely different architectural 
approach. They have to be scalable and configurable for the needs of different classes 
of applications. 

Covaci and Zeletin [2] have also identified several bottlenecks in current workstation 
and network design. The bus system is among them, and another one is the general 
lack of compatibility between data in external networks and in the station's own inter- 
nal communication system. Neither the access mechanisms nor the handled data units 
are related to each other in any way, and the network adaptors have to provide a full 
gateway functionality. 

The developments in multimedia technology merge the two worlds of data processing 
and of telecommunication. This process needs to be supported by a harmonization 
between the internal and external communication architecture of multimedia computer 
systems. 
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3 Network techniques inside the end-system? 

Communication systems inside computers which are different from buses have already 
been discussed in literature about computer architecture. There are a lot of known 
approaches with network structures, other with hyper cubes and crossbars [11]. As far 
as I know, such approaches have not been used for workstations and personal comput- 
ers for a larger market, probably because such an architecture would be too expensive 
to implement. 

On the other hand, research in parallel computing focuses on sharing processing tasks 
between arrays of equal processors, or between similar workstations. While this 
approach has a lot of applications, integrated multimedia-systems need another one. 
They need specialized elements for certain tasks like video compression, or at least for 
more universal subtasks like DCT transform, image block comparison, Forward Error 
Correction (FEC), etc. Such specialized elements will be part of mass market worksta- 
tions in future, as the built-in clock/calendar is of today's. 

The current development of high speed network technologies gives reason to rethink 
the approaches of workstations based on loosely coupled processing elements, com- 
municating over network structures. Cell switching ATM network technology is gain- 
ing popularity. A lot of research is being done to connect workstations directly to ATM 
networks. Everybody agrees that connecting ATM to workstations requires adaptors 
with specialized hardware [3, 4, 5] for protocol processing (CRCs, VCI/VPI control), 
for transforming the data and accessing the station's memory by DMA. One good pro- 
posal tries to harmonize the cell traffic with characteristics of the bus (burst mode on 
the bus for cell transmission) [3]. 

In this paper I want to go beyond this point and discuss a new architectural concept not 
only for connecting the station to the network but also including cell switching net- 
work technology in a multimedia workstation as its internal communication system. 
Connection oriented services and the possible allocation of resources would make the 
quality or performance of application processes more predictable. 

A major point is to discuss whether it would be useful to have the full ATM functional- 
ity inside the station. In this case, every device inside the station would need all ATM/ 
AAL protocol capabilities. This would make the devices very complex. But, in order 
to make the communication with the outer world as easy as possible, all mechanisms 
implemented inside the station should be as compatible as possible to ATM. So, in any 
case, the fixed cell length of 53 bytes should be kept equal everywhere. 

The question arises as to what changes and simplifications can be made to the ATM 
specification for this internal usage. 

First, the inside traffic could be considered as reliable, as buses are today. Therefore, a 
lot of protocol handling of the different AALs could be left to the network adaptor. 

Second, the header functionality of ATM cells could be further reduced for internal 
purposes. This step can make the header recognition easier. 
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The idea of header controlled virtual channels and paths (VCI/VPI), as it is used in 
ATM, fits perfectly into the idea of internal networks. Within the locality and limita- 
tions of a workstation, it would also be possible that channels/paths between certain 
devices are predefined (e.g. a predefined path number between hard disk and graphics 
outpu0. The network adaptor would translate these internal identifiers for the outer 
world when required. 

Finally, it could be assumed that the cells are not misordered when they travel inter- 
nally. This makes internal routing and reassembling much easier. Handling of out-of- 
sequence cells from outside should also be left to the network adaptor. 
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RGURE 4 The Micronet Machine 

The essential question for internal cell switching is the layout of the switching fabric. 
Considering the provisions given above, this proposal favours an architecture as 
shown in Figure 4. The favoured topology is a ring, meshed by several devices with 
separate input and output. Additional links for paths with high traffic are possible. Top- 
ological variations are discussed later. The processing elements, provided with local 
caches/memories, are loosely coupled and perform stream oriented data processing. A 
more detailed description is given in section 4. 

All devices and processors should perform their tasks as independently from each 
other as possible in order to support modularity and flexibility. Required independence 
has certain consequences for attached devices, such as the mass storage. An example 
of consequences for hard disks is discussed in section 5. 
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3.1 Bus versus network: the best of two worlds 

Not all properties of bus systems limit the performance. The individual properties of 
buses versus switching networks have to be carefully compared for different typical 
processes in multimedia environments. 

One of the most important aspects in this field is the problem of serial or parallel con- 
nections. 

Because network technology has focused on separated nodes so far (from several 
meters to global distances), the data are serialized on bit level and transmitted over sin- 
gle or double lines in all cases. Workstation buses, on the other hand, were designed to 
cover distances of centimetres, and employ parallel lines for words of 8...64 bit. With 
the same clock rate, the parallel bus can transmit more data than a serial line, of course, 
or for a given transmission rate, the technology for parallel transmission would be 
much easier. 

ATM technology known so far uses serial links in the physical layers. But, there is no 
reason to give up the advantage of parallelity when the internal communication system 
of a workstation becomes a cell switching network. While it would be a good idea to 
preserve the ATM cell length of 53 byte, these cells can be easily transmitted in a 
word-parallel mode. With only 40 parallel lines, all five header bytes would already be 
transmitted at once (in one clock cycle) and could be recognized in one step. 

Another important property of buses is the broadcast character of the data transferred. 
While it is generally not desired in the internal network to broadcast all traffic, this 
might be a feature for special purposes (e.g. cache updates). ATM specifies predefined 
VPI/VCIs for broadcasting purposes [12] which are easily recognizable by simple 
hardware. 

3.2 Microswitches 

When the basic idea is to employ cell switching technology for internal communica- 
tion, the task of switching the cells can be performed by a central instance or by dis- 
tributed elements. In the latter case, every device needs to be connected to the network 
by an element that I want to introduce as a microswitch. 

As this element is new for the architecture of workstations, and because it would be 
necessary in a certain quantity, the switch needs to be as cheap as possible, comparable 
to bus latches or amplifiers in today's stations. 

The functionality of a microswitch for cell switching would include: 

�9 recognition of cell headers 
�9 comparison of path information (VCI/VPD to configured pattern 
* input: redirection of the payload to the device, if required 
�9 possible generation of empty cells when payload switched into the device 
�9 output: insertion of loaded cells into the network 
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FIGURE 5 Simple microswitch design for device input (parallel) 

Figure 5 shows a possible switch design for traffic into a device. The parallelity of n 
bits forming a word should allow headers to be transmitted in one cycle. A header 
could be recognized by counting words (as in the figure), or by using a separate control 
line inside the station. For predefined VCI/VPIs, the word for comparison could be 
configured during initialization, allowing a few 'don't care' bits for broadcast recogni- 
tion. 

Enhanced switches may be as intelligent as possible, as long as they do not increase 
the delay too much. 

3.3 Topology of the switching fabric 
Several topologies could be discussed in order to overcome time multiplexing bus 
slructures. There are rings, meshed networks, crossbars, etc. [11]. 

A unidirectional ring topology is the first approach to disentangling continuous input 
and output data streams between different devices. However, the utilization of the ring 
segments depends very much on the application scenario, as illustrated in Figure 6. For 
determined scenarios the order of the devices could influence the performance drasti- 
cally. If, for example, in Figure 6 b the CPU would be placed between the input and the 
display, the load on the upper ring segment could be reduced for this scenario. 
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FIGURE 6 Traffic conditions for different application scenarios 

The introduction of additional links at critical positions leads to meshed structures, and 
so do devices with separate input and output connections at different points in the ring. 
When every device is, or can be, connected with each other, either the complete inter- 
connection topology or at least the structure of a crossbar is reached. 

However, crossbars grow to huge devices with hundreds of connection pins when the 
word parallelity of 32..64 bit lines is required. Connection pins are a very limiting fac- 
tor in manufacturing integrated circuits. Therefore such a station would not be scalable 
beyond a few integrated devices, and the cost of adding units grows with the square of 
their number. 

For these reasons, the example of the micronet machine given in Figure 4 is a ring 
structure, meshed by the separated input and output of the connected devices and proc- 
essors. 

If the topology of a meshed network is configurable in some way (e.g. by reordering 
the cards in the backplane slots, or by reconfiguring card addresses in EEPROMs), it 
would be possible to support later even such application scenarios with maximal per- 
fonnance that are not considered today. An architecture open to be reconfigured in 
order to fit the application's requirements is a more economic approach than directly 
connecting everything to everything in advance. 
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4 Stream processing 
Multimedia applications are a good example for new data structures. Instead of com- 
puting, sorting etc. of financial data spread in the memory, often long streams of con- 
tinuous media data have to be processed in the same way, e.g. image or audio 
compression, filtering, value editing. A computing unit which multiplexes the same 
communication channel for input and output cannot work efficiently when input and 
output streams are of the same large order near the maximal channel performance. 

The processing unit can be the universal general purpose processor, or a specialized 
device for number crunching, image processing, audio signal processing, compression, 
FEC, or whatever. It needs to have separate input and output channels for the data, and 
if possible a separate memory and an input channel for instructions. The data channels 
should not interfere with each other in the computer's communication system, as they 
do currently in multiplexed bus systems. 

We are very close to the principles of data flow architecture here, because the actions 
performed by the processors would be triggered by the type of data arriving. A com- 
pressed stream of video data arriving at the video processor would trigger decompres- 
sion, for example. 
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Figure 7 shows such a processing element with separate input and output data streams. 
To be consistent, the instruction stream is also separate, and the code is stored in a spe- 
cial memory associated with the processor. The processing element itself would be 
classified separately as SIMD (single instruction stream - multiple data stream) in the 
Flynn classification scheme [11], while the whole micronet machine is one of the doz- 
ens of MIMD types. 

There are already different types of semiconductor memories in current workstations, 
e.g. main memory, video memory on graphics cards, disk caches, or several buffers in 
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communication cards. This indicates a migration process from a centralized main 
memory to local, dedicated, specialized stores. This process is supported by the (gen- 
erally) failing price and increasing capacity of semiconductor memories. 

So it is quite reasonable to expect each processing element to bring with it all neces- 
sary FIFO-buffers, data memories, caches, etc. which are needed for this particular 
task. This approach reduces the data flow between a central memory instance and the 
processors. 

These architectural elements and data flow principles support the concept of object ori- 
ented programming. The data should know how and by which processor they want to 
be processed. A lot of this information could be coded in the internal VCI structure. 
The processors hide their internal data in their own memory and have their own soft- 
ware library. In this way modularity is highly supported. The scalability of the local 
memory mentioned in the figure might be static during the system configuration or, in 
more sophisticated systems, a dynamic allocation depending on the needs of the proc- 
esses. 

5 intelligent peripheral devices 

Storage media are another subject of intensive research for multimedia requirements. 
They are a good example of how new concepts for peripheral devices fit into the 
approach of distributed processing and micronet machines. 

The first hard disks were completely dependent on their host processors and their sepa- 
rate disk controllers. Today the controller is usually integrated into the disk device [9]. 
This made the interface to the host more simple and more efficient and made it possi- 
ble to integrate even cache memory into the device. But the intelligence of the inte- 
grated microcontroller is only used to translate the internal track/sector structure of the 
device into another imaginary track/sector structure understood by the host operating 
system. The latter has to administer the file system and often employs an additional 
disk cache in the main memory. This layering of cache memories does not improve 
performance, but can add more uncertainty about the success of write processes and 
the validity of data to the system. 

In LAN servers another approach is already used: the client asks for the opening and 
the storing of files instead of track and sector numbers. This would be possible for the 
microcontrollers of the disk systems too. The controller in a larger storage systems 
could also administer multiple drives and caches with different tasks (semiconductor 
caches, a short-time disk (STD) near the cache, access optimized long-time disk (LTD) 
arrays). 

At idle times the controller can move data between the short-time disk and the long- 
time arrays and optimize the file structure for fast access, as described in the following. 

Whenever the host wants to store data, they are written to the cache. When the file is 
closed, the controller certifies to the host that it is copied to the STD and therefore pro- 
tected from system failures. Later, in idle periods, the controller copies the file to the 
LTD, optimizes and reorganizes the file (and the other files on the LTD) following cer- 
tain strategies. 
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Figure 8 shows a larger file system with different drives for the described short-time 
and long-time tasks, using a disk array for the latter. In smaller systems, the different 
drives can be replaced by different partitions of the same physical drive for economic 
r e a s o n s .  

To optimize all the different kinds of files some new file type attributes need to be 
introduced. Such types could be: 

�9 asynchronous data files, 
�9 synchronous or continuous media files, possibly with additional parameters 

(e.g. video or audio which has to be played back with certain time constraints), 
* temporary files, 
o swap files, 
o executables, and so on. 

Every type of files needs an individual optimizing strategy. While it might be good for 
financial files to be written unfragmented on to the disk, the time restraints for video 
files may require a certain sector interleave for continuous access. 
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Intelligent Storage Devices 

Rangan et al. [6, 7] have developed strategies and described experimental implementa- 
tions of filesystems specifically designed for storing continuous media. They proved 
that such filesystems need intimate knowledge about timing conditions of the hard disk 
used. The strategies employ techniques of scattering the media 'strands' over the disk 
and merging dependent strands of different volume (e.g. synchronized audio and 
video) together to 'ropes'. 

The authors emphasized the problem of the copying overhead during insertions or 
deletions in order to maintain the storage pattern [8]. 

It becomes obvious that it cannot be the task of an universal operating system to know 
such detailed parameters as step times, rotation speed, sector gap length, etc. about all 
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storage media in the world. This, however, should be the task of the storage medium's 
own controller. This controller can calculate whatever kind of block allocation or sec- 
tor interleave is optimal for the specific file type under the conditions of its own timing 
parameters. Objects to be stored just tell the file system in which way they want to be 
optimized. 

6 Future work 

In this paper the idea of micronet machines could be roughly outlined only. A lot of 
details have to be worked out. As a next step, the possible topologies have to be further 
compared and simulations have to be done. After the access mechanism for the inter- 
nal network has been chosen the microswitches have to be designed. 

Independently, the proposed storage architecture could be implemented as a prototype. 
Finally, an experimental system would help to optimize the proposed configuration. 
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